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INTRODUCTION
PROJECT'S ESSENCE

Insurance products have accompanied
people since ancient times, and since
the 18th century, it has confidently and
gradually developed in the United
States. In 2018, the volume of the
global insurance market exceeded $ 5
trillion, which is more than 6% of the
world GDP [1]. Such growth is
explained by the growth of supply mainly of products not related to life
and health insurance.
Despite the variety of insurance
solutions - from protecting a new
phone to compensation after a robbery
- it is easy to find areas in which
insurance is represented by a meager
set of unsafe options. Our project aims
to fill this gap.
CDST is an insurance tool for any
financial default.
It is built on blockchain and gives every

inhabitant of the Earth an access to
insurance against loss of monetary
assets during transactions of different
risk levels. Today our project works in 3
main directions:
1) Insurance for forex trading and stock
market trading deposits from fixing the
loss of a deposit and from situations
when the broker turns out to be
financially insolvent.
2) Insurance for investments in
traditional and crypto startups against
startup bankruptcy cases and, as a
result, non-return of investments;
3) Insurance for investments in HYIP
(projects that promise high regular
profitability) from cases of complete
suspention of such projects.
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The global insurance market is expected
to grow to such values by 2030. [2]

финансовый рост

We chose these areas because the
demand for them is obvious, but there is
either no supply, or they are considered as
too risky and not profitable by traditional
insurance companies.
For our project, this is not a barrier, because
the client gets tokens, which, upon
confirmation of the occurrence of an
insured event, become available for sale on
the exchange. So selling them at an
exchange would serve as a means of
compensation. In the moment of buying the
insurance, the client sees the current
exchange price, easily estimates trading
volumes and makes sure that these tokens

can be sold bringing the compensation.
The buyers of insurance tokens are our
fund and other market participants who
purchase CDST tokens for medium and
long-term investment and for trading.
We show clearly how this process takes
place below, in the chapter "Problems
Solution".
CDST tokens are built on the WAVES
blockchain and are regulated by open
source code. It is posted on the GitHub
repository, so anyone who is interested can
make sure that the project is transparent.
Technical details and specifications are in
the last section.
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PROBLEMS SOLVED
BY CDST
For more than 10 years, our team has accumulated experience in trading, including
Forex. Honed skills and knowledge gained directly from the practice, as well as global
market research, allowed to see the specific problems that are solved by the
acquisition of insurance in the form of CDST.

Problems in Trading
A) Traders constantly face a high risk of loss and can't
protect themselves by trading on Forex, commodity markets,
stock exchanges.
B) Traders lack protection against dishonest brokers, their
potential bankruptcy and other reasons for the stop of
payments to clients.
Problems in Venture Investments
A) Not everyone can become an angel investor and those
who can, take significant risks.
B) Investments in crypto startups over the past three years
have created excitement, but so far ICO, ITO and other forms
of token sale are regulated not everywhere.
Problems of Investment in HYIPs
The number of projects with tempting double-digit interest
payments is growing. At the same time, the frequency of
sudden payout terminations and bankruptcy of such projects
is growing, too. The zone is poorly regulated and the
members are in such companies are exposed to loss of
money.
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PROBLEMS
IN TRADING

The forex trading market is the largest area
of financial activity. 76% of European
private traders are strictly unprofitable. In
2018, the ESMA (European Securities and
Markets Authority) forced brokers to
display the percentage of clients that are at
a loss. According to these open statistics,
an average of 76% of these retail traders
are in the red zone. The overwhelming
majority of the remaining 24% are in the
zone of insignificant profitability. 80% of
traders stop trying to trade within the first
two years for this very reason. At the same
time, in many world markets, forex brokers
advertise their services very aggressively,
promising fabulous incomes and a
comfortable life. Despite the fact that
brokers have been conducting training
lately, they still allow those who are not yet
experienced enough to trade. The problem
is that the probability of the balance being
reset to zero is high for most traders, and
especially for those who start trading. At
the same time, insurance products for such
situations are either absent or questionable.
Our solution allows a retail trader who
works with any broker to receive a safety
deposit in tokens, which, in the event of
loss of funds, he then will exchange for the
cryptocurrency
he
needs
and,
subsequently, for fiat currency. You can
read more about how exactly this happens
in the section “Problems Solution”.

HIGH RISK OF
DEPOSIT LOSS

Percentage of Profitable
and Unprofitable Traders
Profitable

Unprofitable
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PROBLEMS
IN TRADING
Markets in the US, UK and Europe are
regulated more carefully and strictly relative
to other regions. Despite this, the British
Financial Conduct Authority reported that
residents of the country had lost
approximately £ 27 million ($ 34.4 million)
in 2018/2019 in Forex trading from
unscrupulous brokers. According to the UK
regulator, the authorities received 1,834
allegations of such violations in 2018,
which is 4 times more than in the previous
12 months.
Other such cases relate to sharp financial
insolvency. For example, on January 15,
2016, the Swiss franc rate soared 38%
against the dollar and 41% against the euro
in just a few minutes. As a result, even
large and well-known brokers like FXCM
and Alpari UK went bankrupt. The clients of
these firms could not withdraw their
deposits until these brokerage firms were
sold to new owners. However, not
everyone is lucky. For example, now in
Russia only 4 brokers have an official
license from the Central Bank. At the same
time, the number of clients of illegal forex
brokers in Russia still exceeds the number
of clients of their licensed colleagues by
almost 50 times - more than half a million
people against 10,000.
It was estimated by the Forex Dealers
Association in September 2019 that among
this half a million people, the lion's share
uses the services of conscientious brokers,
but many fall for the service in the so-called
"bucket shops", and under unpredictable

DISHONEST
BROKERS
conditions may lose their deposit without
the possibility of its return. In 2018, in
Russia and the CIS, Forex Trend clients lost
up to $ 85 million according to various
calculations. Using Premium Investment
Corp, TriForex Int. and InForex Ltd as an
example we can also see that it's not
always possible to return the funds even
after sentencing organizers. From 2004 to
2005, about $ 30 million of client funds
were taken, and even with the legal
leverage, only 11 of them were successfully
returned during the investigation.
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Growth of complaints to the British regulator
about the work of unscrupulous brokers.

The CDST insurance solution protects
traders from such situations. If the activity
of your broker is suspended by a court
decision, the trader receives tokens
regardless of the broker's behavior, and
then sells them on a crypto-exchange,
thereby receiving a refund.
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PROBLEMS IN
VENTURE INVESTMENTS

Private investment in startups is attractive
with high ROI. As of January 2020, there
were about 600 so-called unicorn companies
(when the startup capitalization is above $ 1
billion). Investors and funds are trying to find
and discern such companies at the earliest
stage of work and invest in that business.
The market for private or, in other words,
angel investments is broad and promising.
According to the head of the World Angel
Investment Forum, the current private
venture capital investment market, globally
amounting to $ 50 billion, will grow to $ 250
billion within 5 years. In 2018, 340,000
business angels invested $ 11.33 billion in
Europe, while in the United States, 320,000
invested $ 26 billion. But such transactions,
by definition, involve high risks.

SURVIVAL RATE OF
STARTUPS

Data from the US Federal Bureau of Labor
Statistics show that overall, 90% of
startups do not survive [7]. And even the
75% of startups that receive investment go
bust. About 50% of all opened businesses
remain afloat by the fifth year of life. By the
tenth year, only 30% of the opened
businesses in the United States remain. [8]
Therefore, for a private investor, work in
this direction is possible only if there is
sufficient capital capacity. The risks in this
case are hedged by diversified investments
in many startups.
Our solution acts as a hedge in itself,
opening up market access to individuals
with less capital. They can invest in the
number of startups they can afford and still
remain protected.

75% OF THE STARTUPS THAT HAVE RECEIVED INVESTMENTS CANNOT RETURN THE VOLUME
OF FUNDS INVESTED IN THEM, AND IN 30-40%, INVESTORS LOSE ALL THEIR FUNDS.
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Shikhar Ghosh, lecturer at Harvard Business School,
based on a study of 2,000 venture-backed startups. [8]
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PROBLEMS
IN VENTURE

ICO, ITO, IEO
CRYPTO-STARTUPS

In 2017, a phenomenon thundered over the
world - ICO / ITO, i.e. public offer of
investments in crypto projects, available to
any private investor. Despite a noticeable
decrease in activity in 2020, new projects
constantly appear in the crypto industry and
are invited to take part in the purchase and
sale of cryptoassets. Over the period from
2017 to the current time, more than $ 27
billion of investments were attracted through
ICO and IEO ($ 7 billion in 2017, $ 11.4
billion in 2018, approximately $ 8.5 billion in
2019 and so far only $ 94.45 million in
2020) [5]. However, along with the great
perspective that the startup offers, private
investors and foundations run the risk that
the project will never be launched. This can
happen for various reasons - from the
decision of financial regulators to the sudden
bankruptcy of the project.
The high-profile Telegram case in 2020 is
still a good example
for investors: the US
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to return $ 1.22 billion to investors. But in
many other cases, investors were left with
nothing.
For example, the AriseBank case: $ 600
million was raised, but the project was
never launched, despite loud statements
and the participation of public figures in
advertising; the organizers of the two ICOs
stopped contacting investors who have
invested a total of $ 660 million in the
project. More than 32,000 people have
irretrievably lost their investments in this
project.
Another case is the Paragon project and
their filing for bankruptcy after collecting $
70 million. Such cases are countless. Most
are less remarkable and smaller in volume,
but not in importance for the whole market,
with the help of CDST you can insure
investments in crypto-startups, and get a
refund in case of a default situation.

Page about the project's closure. Paragon. [6]
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PROBLEMS
IN HYIPS INVESTMENTS

BROKEN PROMISES
OF HIGH PROFIT

HYIP projects promise extremely high
returns, usually paying on a daily or monthly
basis. This attracts inexperienced investors
who are recklessly investing in a project that
in the future is highly likely to suddenly stop
paying out money. Tens and hundreds of
percent of the annual return are condemned
to be extremely risky.
Names such as Cashberry, Airbit Club,
Alphacash and others are familiar to many in
the CIS countries, but such projects are
common everywhere.
We have studied in detail the statistics of the
HYIPLogs.com service. It has been carefully

monitoring data on HYIP projects since
2011. Over the last year (from September
2019 to September 2020), the service has
monitored 5964 projects and identified
deposits of more than $ 36 million. During
the same period, 5629 projects of this type
appeared and, at the same time, during the
same period, 5068 projects were suddenly
closed and stopped paying funds to
investors. [4] If you are involved in projects
that promise high returns, you can insure a
deposit in the project against the event of a
sudden termination of payments as a result
of officially recognized bankruptcy.

Projects that stopped paying customers (2009 - 2020) [4]

Deposits in HYIPs (2009 - 2020) [4]
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PROBLEMS
SOLUTION

HOW EXACTLY
IT ALL WORKS?

Our project allows you to hedge high-risk transactions that are subject to the danger of
default. If you trade in Forex, invest in startups, crypto projects or HYIPs, you can purchase
insurance in the form of a package of CDST tokens. We consider applications and insure
participation in projects from different regions of the planet, blurring the boundaries in
providing access to the insurance as product. CDST is a cross-legislative opportunity to
insure your deposits regardless of location.

STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLE
OF HOW THE PROCESS GOES
1) You opened a deposit or made an investment payment, or
replenished the balance in your personal account in the HYIP project.
2) You send an application with a package of documents (in case of
forex trading: bank statement, brokerage statement, civil ID), and the
CDST team members review it.
3) If our team confirms your application, it sends an offer and you
may purchase a certain amount of CDST at a certain personal price
that depends on the insured deposit. For example, your insured
deposit may be $ 10,000 and if the rate is 12%, for $ 1,200 you will
receive tokens, the market value of which is currently equal to your
deposit. Tokens are credited to your Personal Account. In the event
of an insured event, you can withdraw them to your crypto wallet.
4) If an insured event occurs, you confirm the fact of the event by
sending us the established list of documents. We check their validity,
and after that you transfer tokens from your Personal Account to
your crypto wallet in a few clicks. If the insured event doesn't occur
during the insurance period, tokens are debited from the Account.
5) When the tokens are in your wallet, sell them on the exchange for
the market price. This is how you receive your insurance premium.
The main buyers of tokens are traders who trade CDST on a short
distance, long-term investors in the project and our own CDST fund.
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TRADING AND INVESTMENT
INCOME OPPORTUNITIES
Our project not only solves the problems of insurance, but also provides the basis for
interested participants to build strategies for asset growth. If you are interested in investing
or trading, use CDST tokens to increase your savings and income. This is achieved through
these two possibilities:

INCOME FROM
STAKING
Staking is a programmed increase in your
assets that automatically occurs as long
as you keep tokens in your account, while
other participants perform transactions.
Technically, this is arranged so that every
time someone transfers, sells or buys a
CDST token, other holders receive a
share of the amount of such a transaction
from the special fund. See the last section
for details on staking percentages. Thus,
by buying coins on the exchange or
getting them from anywhere else (except
for buying insurance), you increase the
size of the assets in the account while
you hold them locked, and you receive
income by selling the accumulated tokens
later.

INCOME FROM
TRADING OPERATIONS
If you are a trader, trade tokens on the
exchange. Tokens are sold by both insured
clients receiving a refund and free market
participants. It is important to note that the
fund provides for a planned increase in the
value of the token, which helps to set a
general trend for the growth of the rate over
time. At the same time, the balance of supply
and demand and the formation of the current
price depends on how quickly the customers
want to receive compensation after an insured
event: if the client wants to receive the
compensation urgently, he is ready to sell
tokens at a less favorable rate. If the speed of
reimbursement is less important, then the
client will wait for favorable prices. For traders,
the combination of a manageable price
uptrend and the availability of those seeking
refunds as soon as possible will create the
basis for speculation and capitalizing on price
fluctuations.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
OF THE TOKEN

The project is based on the WAVES blockchain.
CDST is a custom asset in the WAVES ecosystem.
Total issued: 2.000.000.000 CDST.

STAKING MECHANICS
All CDST holders who will lock more than 1000 CDST in their Accounts for 30 days or more, are
distributed 1% of the amount of each transaction (in exchanges and OTC). The distribution is
proportional so the more tokens the holder locks in the Account, the more share he gets. This bonus
allocation is calculated from a special fund and will continue until the 250,000,000 CDST reserves of
that fund run out.

INTERNAL TOKEN DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE:
Staking Bonus Fund (0.25 bln.)
12.5%
Liquidity Fund (ITO; buyback) (0.25 bln.)
12.5%
Hedge Fund (1 bln.)
50%

Insurance Fund (0.5 bln.)
25%

GITHUB REPOSITORY
www.github.com/cdst-official
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THE PROJECT'S
ROADMAP

06/01/2020
Team building
and concept
development.

10/01/20
Announcing a
pre-sale on
Waves.Exchange
of 1,000,000
CDST in USDN
and USDT pairs,
setting a fund for
investments in
the development
of the CDST
project until
04/01/21.

02/01/21
We make a public
announcement of
the project's start.
We launch the
sales of all our
insurance products;
Staking is
launched, too.

11/01/21
Partnership with
Swop.fi to boost
liquidity.
We open
positions for
01/15/22
redemption of
Listing on
CDST in pairs
several other
with WAVES,
10/01/21
exchanges;
Open partnership and with other
with Funds for currencies (TOP- We place orders
for another 50
5 in terms of
capital
mln. CDST on
cryptocurrency
management,
Apply for listing capitalization as these exchanges
07/15/21
from the
Fundraising and on other crypto of the indicated
Liquidity Fund.
date).
exchanges.
tokensale starts.
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